
Together, the Unlisted bolt for shelter --

EXT. TUNNELS ENTRANCE - MORNING2 2

-- Kymara, Gemma and Tavita arrive at the tunnels with their 
loot in hand. They stop, puffed out.

GEMMA
I can’t breathe.

ROSE (O.S.)
What took you so long?!

They turn to see ROSE’s head poking out from the tunnels. 
She’s unusually disheveled. And hating it.

ROSE (CONT’D)
I don’t like being alone, I told 
you that. And without my phone, my 
followers -  

KYMARA
(over)

Shhh.

Kymara leads her inside the tunnels, but Rose is defiant.

ROSE
I have needs too.

KYMARA
You can’t be out here, remember? 
You’re too recognisable.

She sighs, earnest. 

ROSE
I guess that’s the price of fame.

An eye roll between Kymara and Tavita as they head inside --

INT. TUNNELS - MORNING3 3

-- The Unlisted weave through the dark tunnels. 

ROSE
So what’s it like out there?

GEMMA
(wry)

Awesome. We get to sneak around 
like criminals. 
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S.F.X: A loud SIREN. The Unlisted startle and duck for cover - 
everyone except for Rose. 

ROSE
Oh, I forgot to tell you. I set up 
a sensor.

GEMMA
I just lost ten years of my life.

But Rose is unflinchingly proud.

ROSE
Now we’ll know if someone’s coming 
in. 

KYMARA
How’d you put it together?

ROSE
Bits and pieces I had in my 
backpack.

(then, cocky)
And you wanted me to get rid of it.

TAVITA
Good work, bruz.

ROSE
I’m a girl. But, sure -  

Rose takes in her glory. Then looks to Kymara for approval.

KYMARA
Don’t surprise us like that again.

With that, they continue through the tunnels --

CUT TO:

-- Until they reach an OPEN AREA, with cement shelves for 
beds and a few little piles of belongings. A makeshift fire 
torch flickers in the corner.

ROSE
So what did you score? 

(re: Kymara’s cardboard)
Apart from literal rubbish...

KYMARA
I’m going to sleep like a baby on 
these bad boys.
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